


ACCESSORI ORIGINALI



Automobili Lamborghini has been building super sports cars since 1963. From that moment 
on, our dedication and passion led us to build true art masterpieces. Each vehicle is 
built by hand at Sant’Agata Bolognese and blends state-of-the-art manufacturing 
technology and a constant strive for perfection. Our values transcend mere car 
production. They are also the pillar in the creation of Accessori Originali. 

Featuring outstanding quality, advanced technology and the unmistakable 
Lamborghini design, with the utmost attention down to the smallest detail; 
every accessory is a statement of our ultimate goal: to consistently exceed 
our customers’ expectations of quality and service.  

You can fully express your personality with Automobili Lamborghini 
Accessori Originali.
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LEADING-EDGE DESIGN
AND LIGHTWEIGHT TECHNOLOGY

FOR YOUR LAMBORGHINI.

SPORT
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Precision engineered from high-grade titanium alloy and designed to significantly reduce weight. 
The Urus Exhaust System amplifies the unique growl of the engine and improves overall performance.
Perfectly finished with four titanium tailpipes, ensuring that it looks as good as it performs.
This system is homologated for road use and is the only exhaust on the market that will not void vehicle warranty.

EXHAUST	SYSTEM



TOP OF THE LINE PERFORMANCE
AND MAXIMUM SAFETY

IN EVERY DRIVING CONDITION.

RIMS
AND TIRES
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Engineered and crafted at the Sant’Agata 
production facility, Lamborghini rims
are forged to perfection from a single 
piece of aluminum.
The result is a lighter, thinner rim
that does not sacrifice strength.

SET
OF	RIMS

22”	AURIGA
SHINY BLACK 

ASTEROPE

SILVER GRAPHITE GREY21’’

TAIGETE

DIAMOND SHINY BLACK SHINY BLACK VERDE MANTIS

GIALLO TAURUS

VERDE SCANDAL ARANCIO ARGOS

ARANCIO BOREALIS
23’’

NATH
SILVER TITANIUM MATTDIAMOND SHINY BLACK 22’’

YELLOW REDORANGE

SILVER GREENBLACK 

Calipers are the main housing
for the advanced braking system
of your Urus and its pistons.
They protect your brakes with style,
and are available in a large number
of color finishes to choose from,
so that you can customize your vehicle
in every detail.

COLORED	
CALIPERS



Easily recognizable by their unique “L” marking on the sidewall, only OE tires have been approved
and homologated by Lamborghini, as a result of accurate testing and technological commitment. 

Designed to enhance your car’s performance while ensuring a unique driving experience under all conditions,
on both road and track, “L”-marked tires feature a special Lamborghini profile and tread design. 

Main characteristics:
• the entire Lamborghini 4-wheel drive transmission (front and rear differentials) has been engineered with the “L” tires in mind;
• optimal car performance, excellent drivability and maximum safety on both road and track, thanks to the development
 of high-standard tire requirements (on which Lamborghini Active Vehicle Dynamics System is based).

WHY	A	SIDEWALL	“L”	MATTERS	

Benefiting from the motorsport technological know-how, only tires with the exclusive “L” marking on the shoulder provide you
with the perfect equipment for your Urus. See below available sizes and types.

TIRES	OFFERING
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SUMMER
21’’ | 22” | 23”

WINTER
21’’ | 22’’

SPORT
22’’

ALL SEASON
21’’



Lamborghini’s type-approved snow chains provide extra grip, handling and safety under all extreme conditions, such as snow or ice.
Only available for 21” rims.       

SNOW	CHAIN

In addition to standard and sport tires, 
Lamborghini provides you with the perfect 
winter tires: even in cold weather and on wet 
roads, these special tires will ensure that you 
get the best performance out of your car 
without compromising on safety. 
Available for 22’’ and 21’’ rims. 
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WINTER	TIRES



STRONG
AND SELF-CONFIDENT.

EXTERIOR



A high-quality 100% carbon fiber engine bay will ensure your Urus has the best-dressed V8 engine. 
This classic Lamborghini accessory has been designed to emphasize the aggressive spirit of the Urus.

CARBON	FIBER	ENGINE	BAY
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The new Lamborghini branded LED door lights provide that extra touch that doesn’t go unnoticed.
Be seduced by the iconic shield shown up on the world’s most exclusive cars. The choice is yours.

DOOR	LIGHTS
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Specially designed by Accessori Originali, this precious set
of aluminum valve caps with the bull logo are painted
and laser-engraved.

VALVE	CAPS
WITH	LOGO

With different designs, colors and logos to choose from,
these jewel-encrusted center caps, hand-crafted by professional 
artisans, will make your Lamborghini unique and provide even
more glamour to the wheel rims.
Automobili Lamborghini Accessori Originali proposes a limited 
edition product combining the technological innovation of carbon 
fiber and the exclusivity that only real diamonds can provide.
A new perception of luxury.

RIM	BADGE

DIAMOND
RIM BADGE

SINCE 1963
RIM BADGE

CARBON
RIM BADGE

GOLD
RIM BADGE
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Sport Side Steps provide additional comfort
and ease of access and bring a strong styling
element to the design of the Urus exterior.
Available in silver steel, in pure carbon fiber
and high gloss black to better match
the exterior details of your Urus.

SPORT
SIDE	STEPS

CARBON FIBER

HIGH GLOSS LACK

SILVER SPORT (STAINLESS STEEL)



DESIGNED TO ENHANCE
YOUR COMFORT ON BOARD

WHEREVER YOU GO.

USABILITY
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The Lamborghini Eye is the new universal traffic recorder developed for the Urus model.
Two Full HD wide-angle lenses continuously record during driving and parking, monitoring the vehicles ahead and behind. 
Very useful in the event of accidents when driving or parked.

LAMBORGHINI	EYE

The Urus is designed to stop in front of nothing, 
and that means things may get a little messy.
The All Season Mats provide extreme protection 
and excellent comfort in every condition, 
especially when dealing with water, mud or snow.
Raised edges protect the carpeting, while their 
design allow for an easy removal and cleaning.

ALL	SEASON
MATS



The Cargo Liner is conceived to protect the trunk area of your
Urus in every condition (water, snow, mud). Made of a semi-rigid 
material, the Cargo Liner flattens to fit snugly into the Urus.
It is highly durable, waterproof and has raised edges to protect
the trunk interior. Extremely easy to apply and remove for cleaning.

CARGO	LINER
Cargo Stoppers further protect the vehicle by preventing cargo
of different shapes and sizes from shifting and sliding
within the trunk during transportation.

CARGO	STOPPERS
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Made from strong yet light aliminum, the Load Assist tray slides directly on the luggage compartment rails,
allowing for an easier management of the luggages and an optimized rear space.
Available on 5-seats configuration only.

LOAD	ASSIST	TRAY
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Our Roof Box was conceived to satisfy all your extra cargo needs while catching your eye. It was engineered with high standards
in design, storage and aerodynamics compartment. Equipped with a useful internal led light to be used in every condition.

ROOF	BOX
A soft leather cushion and a 100% cashmere blanket are available for those who want a more comfortable ride.
The comfort pack is available in different color combinations.

COMFORT	PACK

GREY SAND
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As an alternative to carrying skis on the dedicated crossbar, this branded bag allows you
to carry them in the comfort of the cabin.
Requires a 4-seat configuration to ensure sufficient space.

SKI	BAG	

Set of four exceptionally high-quality travel bags, made of the same fine Italian leather, stitching,
and Alcantara used for the upholstery in your Urus.
The Standard set comes in elegant all-black leather and Alcantara with yellow or red stitching, while the Ad Personam set
can be fully customized to your specification from the range of Urus upholstery colors and materials and your initials.
This luggage set is designed to fit perfectly into your Urus  and is the ideal accessory for day-to-day use.

LUGGAGE	SET
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More cabin space means more possibilities. 
Created for pet lovers, this accessory
package features a variety of items to meet 
your every need and expectation: safety
belts for maximum protection, accessibility 
ramps for ease of access to the luggage 
compartment, and a rear seat cover to avoid 
wear and tear. Available individually
and in various permutations.

PET	CARE SAFETY BELTS

· Increase the safety and comfort of your dog.
· Customized with the Automobili
 Lamborghini logo.
· Total safety is guaranteed by the TÜV
 approved carabiner clip.
· Featuring an elegant and safe design.
· Available in 4 sizes (S-M-L-XL).

PROTECTIVE SEAT COVER

· Protects the rear seats from damage,
 scratches, liquids and dirt.
· Made of a durable cotton/polyester fabric.
· Waterproof and easy to install.
· Easy to clean thanks to the practical fabric.

PET RAMP

· The Pet Ramp is designed for the comfort of
 the pets and the convenience of their owners.
· It is portable and has a non-slippery surface
 that allows easy access to your car.
· Already assembled and ready to use.
· No tools or setups are necessary
 for installation.



A CAR THAT IS BUILT
WITH SO MUCH CARE

DESERVES TO BE PROTECTED.
THESE TAILOR-MADE ITEMS

FIT THE BILL.

CARE
& SAFETY
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Automobili Lamborghini designed this set of invisible films, applied directly at the factory and available for every model, 
specification, finish and version, to make sure your Urus is protected from day one.

ANTI-STONE	CHIPPING	PROTECTIVE	FILM
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In order to enhance protection, Accessori Originali offers all Urus owners an exclusive cover in Carbon Look fabric that stretches, 
“breathes”, repels water and oil, blocks UV rays and is fire-resistant. The surface is finished with a sporty and elegant effect.
Perfect for those who want the ultimate in terms of protection, both indoors and outdoors.

CARBON	LOOK	CAR	COVER

The indoor cover hugs the Urus to perfection and is made by interlock fabric. Dustproof and non-scratch, the cover sports
the Lamborghini emblem and is perfect for protecting the vehicle when stored in a closed area for any length of time.

INDOOR	CAR	COVER
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The steering wheel of your URUS has been 
crafted by expert artisans over many hours
of painstaking work, which is why these parts
of your URUS must be protected even indoors.
The steering wheel cover is made
of hard-wearing stretch fabrics bearing
the Lamborghini emblem and are the perfect 
solution for those who want to care for their 
vehicle even when not in use.

STEERING
WHEEL	COVER

Preserves the battery of the Urus and is also compatible with any Lamborghini model
thanks to its innovative recognition software.

BATTERY	
MAINTAINER



THERE	ARE	COUNTLESS	WAYS
TO	SHOW	HOW	MUCH

YOU	LOVE	YOUR	LAMBORGHINI.

Use only original Lamborghini replacement parts on your vehicle.
Lamborghini declines any responsibility for damage caused by the use of other parts or accessories.

Please note that not all replacement parts and accessories are permitted or available in every country.
Post-installation of some articles depends on the standard equipment on your vehicle and its year of manufacture.

For further information please contact your Lamborghini dealer.

This brochure is provided in digital format and in very few prints in order to reduce
their impact on the environment, because we strongly believe in sustainability.


